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A Translator
You Can Trust to
Deliver Quality
Quality Chinese Translation Services is committed to delivering professional, quality translations from
English to Chinese or Chinese to English for businesses since 2003. We
strive to be the most accurate translation service available in Traditional
and Simplified Chinese.

Superior Quality
 Every document is translated by a skilled
professional.



Every word and number is proofread for accuracy and context by a native Chinese speaker.



Every word is translated by a human being,
not by unreliable software.

Fast Service
Businesses often have tight schedules so we respond quickly with price quotes and offer rush
service for projects if needed. We work around the
clock, over weekends, and through holidays to
meet your deadlines.

Proven Expertise
Senior Chinese Attorney
I have over 20 years experience as a
licensed Chinese
lawyer and translator. I have worked
in high tech and for
several major corporations including
Motorola and
Hewlett-Packard. I
Jenny Zhou
have my Chinese
Chinese Lawyer
law degree from
President
Beijing University
and my JSM Masters degree from
Stanford University in Palo Alto. I
have a deep understanding of Chinese
and American legal terminology from
my experience and training as a lawyer.

We can translate most any kind of document. We
specialize in legal contracts, financial and marketing material, product
brochures, and even company website translation.
We have a proven track
record of superior results
with our clients including
leading law firms, high tech companies, and consulting firms. We will meet or exceed your expectations and get your translation done right the
first time, on schedule, and on budget.

Confidentiality & Privacy
Your confidentiality and privacy is taken very
seriously at Quality Chinese Translation Services. We keep all information
and documents confidential and take
many steps to insure the security of the
information.

Pricing
Projects are usually billed by the word
or can be by the hour depending on the
type of document and complexity of
the project.
Before each project a free price quote
is given. We are often flexible on rates
and can offer discounts on larger projects. The price quote includes:







Translation
Editing
Proofreading
Formatting
Delivery

Client Testimonial
“We do business with China and have
used many translation services in the
past but have always found these services lacking in accuracy and technical
knowledge. Jenny, with her strong background in law and technology, provides
excellent services to help us address
the China market. I strongly recommend
her.”
Steve Venuti, President,
HDMI Licensing LLC

